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Introduction

Cybercriminals are relentless, professional and organized, and will stop at nothing to attack organizations. Meanwhile, many 
of their targets are becoming more attractive by the day as organizations welcomely embrace digital transformation through 
mobile, IoT and cloud adoption, all leading to greater risk exposure, blind spots and potential security incidents like sensitive 
data loss.

One of the results of this perfect storm: Managed security services providers (MSSPs) are being greeted with more 
opportunity than ever to grow their business. In addition, more and more managed service providers (MSPs) are transitioning 
to MSSPs in hope of capitalizing on the rising demand for cybersecurity solutions worldwide.

Global managed security services market revenues are growing, and they are projected to exceed $58 billion by 2024.1  MSSPs 
are quickly realizing, however, that differentiation is becoming exceedingly difficult in a fast-paced, rapidly evolving market. 

In this white paper, we examine MSSPs, reasons why MSPs are becoming MSSPs and challenges that MSSPs face. We also 
provide actionable insights and recommendations to help MSSPs differentiate themselves from rivals and ensure they are 
incorporating the right security solutions into their portfolios. Finally, we close with a discussion of security orchestration, 
automation and response (SOAR), describing how this red-hot technology helps MSSP security operations teams better 
deliver efficiency and effectiveness to multiple customer environments.

When it comes to data breaches, no organization wants to become the next Equifax, Capital One or Marriott International — i.e. 
a globally recognized brand that sustains revenue losses and brand reputation damage due to its inability to secure customer 
data. Yet few organizations possess the appropriate skills, time and budget to prioritize security. 

Enter MSSPs — in many cases considered one-stop shops for all things security. Here are five reasons why global 
organizations partner with MSSPs:

Comprehensive Protection
Let’s face it — cybercriminals have many opportunities to launch attacks, and they use advanced hacking methods and tools to 
penetrate IT systems. Conversely, organizations are tasked with protecting their endpoints and networks against a wide range 
of attacks. 

Failure to account for attack vectors can cause long-lasting problems for an organization, its employees and its customers. 
Fortunately, MSSPs understand the threat landscape, and they provide organizations with comprehensive protection and 
visibility of cyber risks.  Plus, MSSPs frequently update their portfolios to ensure that organizations can secure their systems 
and data against emerging threats.

Why Do Organizations Partner with 
MSSPs?

 1 Market Research Engine, “Global Managed Security Services Market By Verticals Analysis (BFSI, Telecom & IT, Government, Retail, Energy and Power, Healthcare, Industrial Manufacturing); By Service 
Analysis (Threat Management, Incident Management, Vulnerability Management, Compliance Management); By Deployment Analysis (On-premises, On-demand) and By Regional Analysis – Global Forecast by 
2018 – 2024.” Nov. 2018.
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Expertise
A recent IT security workforce survey indicated that approximately two-thirds of global organizations are dealing with a skills 
shortage.2  In addition, the survey revealed that approximately 50% of security professionals believe their organization is at 
moderate or extreme risk due to a lack of security staff.

Today’s organizations are competing for top talent, yet aptitude alone offers no guarantees. In fact, organizations must 
provide security training to keep staff and customers up to date on new cyber threats — or risk falling victim to sophisticated 
attacks. Organizations must comply with local, federal and international data security laws and teach staff and customers 
about these mandates as well. And if an organization experiences a data breach or even a potential breach, it must notify all 
affected stakeholders and revamp its security training programs and protocols accordingly. 

MSSPs hire security experts who understand what it takes to protect an organization, with many offering around-the-clock 
guidance and monitoring. Also, MSSPs typically provide in-depth training to keep employees up to date on threats. 

Cybercriminals will only grow more sophisticated as exemplified by their use of advanced technology like artificial intelligence, 
evasive techniques that are difficult to detect, new data exfiltration features and attack methods involving multiple phases 
and platforms.

Through breach investigations, threat intelligence feeds, telemetry captured from their security technologies and potentially 
in-house research, MSSPs are privy to exponentially more information than their clients would have without them. Specifically, 
they have a greater and more nuanced understanding of the attack  landscape because they are exposed, in some cases, to 
thousands of different customer networks and engage with all of their security incidents.

50% of security professionals believe their organization is at moderate or 
extreme risk due to a lack of security staff.

“

 ²  (ISC) ², “Cybersecurity Workforce Study,” 2019.
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State-of-the-Art Technology
Every organization is different, and there is no one-size-fits-all technology stack to accommodate their security 
requirements. Meanwhile, not all technology is created equal, and identifying the right strategy for an organization can be 
challenging. 

Differentiating one service or solution from another is rarely simple, and buyers lacking internal capabilities can sometimes 
find themselves in a situation in which a purchase quickly becomes so-called shelfware because they are unable to 
successfully deploy it. Thanks to MSSPs, organizations can adopt best-in-class security technologies to protect their systems 
and meet compliance requirements.

An MSSP can perform an audit to identify an organization’s cybersecurity gaps and offer personalized technology 
recommendations. Then, an MSSP can deliver services that work seamlessly in conjunction with an organization’s existing 
security tools. 

Cost Savings
The average security professional in North America earns an annual salary of $90,000.2 But a global shortage of practitioners 
often makes it difficult for a small organization to generate interest from top talent — or, the organization may need to 
reallocate funds from its limited operating budget to meet the salary requirements of top cybersecurity talent.  

Let’s not forget about the costs of office space, training and benefits for in-house security professionals, either. These costs 
add up quickly, and they sometimes prevent small organizations from getting the help they need to combat cyberattacks.  

MSSPs enable organizations — regardless of size — to implement and manage security solutions without having to worry 
about the costs associated with finding, hiring and retaining in-house security personnel. In doing so, MSSPs not only tailor a 
security program for the needs of individual clients, they also can deliver a return on investment.

Time Savings
Security can be cumbersome, particularly for an organization with limited time at its disposal. For instance, an organization 
must find the right technologies based on its budget and IT requirements. The organization must also implement these 
technologies and teach employees how to use them. After the process is complete, an organization may still experience a data 
breach or some other security incident if it does not maintain and update its security solutions.

The time it takes to recruit, hire and train security personnel can be significant, too. It may take many weeks or months to 
identify top talent and onboard new personnel. Furthermore, an organization will need to educate this incoming staff about 
how its program functions and provide access to various systems and data.

MSSPs help offset this time-consuming responsibility by working within an organization’s specifications and timeline. It can 
even reduce or eliminate the time that an organization requires to recruit, hire and train in-house security staff. 

Flexibility
A notable draw of MSSPs is they do not have to handle all of an organization’s security. So-called hybrid models permit a 
company to contract with an MSSP and still retain its own team of infosec professionals. Perhaps a business wants to offload 
its mundane and tedious security tasks (for example, logging and firewall management) to a third-party so it can instead 
concentrate on more strategic, revenue-generating security projects. On the flip side, maybe an organization lacks the 
requisite in-house talent. In that case, they may turn to MSSPs to  help address the more complex disciplines they desire, such 
as threat hunting and incident response. Or an organization may call in an MSSP simply for part-time work, such as off-hours 
threat monitoring.
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Why Are MSPs Becoming MSSPs?
Clearly, there is a lot to like about the MSSP business model, especially in an era where every single business is at risk of an 
attack and needs to take a proactive stance. Thus, it is easy to understand why many MSPs are transitioning into the managed 
security services market. 

MSPs help organizations bridge technology gaps and perform routine IT tasks related to networks, servers and applications. 
If they venture into the world of security, it is to perform basic duties like installing firewalls or anti-virus. But as more 
companies embrace digital transformation, the number of MSPs has increased globally. At the same time, these providers 
have explored new opportunities to enhance their portfolios, driven by the demand for more advanced security amid an ever-
widening security skills chasm.

The number of MSPs transitioning to MSSPs is growing, and they are doing it for three big reasons:

Gain a New Revenue Stream
MSPs generally help organizations keep their IT systems running at peak levels, but they 
are limited in applying that same proactive attention to a client’s security stance. Or in 
the event of a cyberattack, MSPs are often not equipped to address the causes of the 
incident and respond to the ramifications, thus missing out on opportunities to support 
organizations that require protection.

MSSPs, on the other hand, can capitalize on these opportunities. They can offer a variety 
of security solutions — everything from the basics such as anti-malware to disciplines 
requiring more advanced skills, like penetration testing and incident response — to 
generate newfound revenue.

Grow Customer Loyalty
Businesses sometimes partner with MSPs that provide IT operations support but cannot 
handle their cybersecurity requests. They may also work with MSPs and MSSPs to get the 
right combination of IT operations and security support. 

MSPs focus solely IT operations — or can become MSSPs that deliver IT operations and 
security support. MSSPs can make it simple for organizations to manage their digital 
environments and safeguard systems and data against attacks. 

“Stickiness” often plays a key role in an MSP’s decision to become an MSSP, too. Once the 
transition occurs, its value immediately increases, as it can provide a large collection of 
services to a customer. Since it is much easier to work with a single provider of security 
and other services, it is more likely that a customer will “stick” with an MSSP over time.

Respond to Market Needs
Managed security services are popular — and for good reason. They help organizations 
combat threats, as well as quickly identify and address breaches. 

MSSPs can become the experts, if they dedicate the time and resources to perfect 
their craft. Because if MSSPs understand the ins and outs of cybersecurity, they can 
impart that knowledge to clients. MSSPs can then identify IT infrastructure and security 
challenges simultaneously and deliver positive outcomes that far exceed those provided 
exclusively by an MSP. 
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What Obstacles Do 
MSSPs Face?

Operating in the managed security services marketplace may seem overwhelming — if an 
MSSP makes even a single mistake in its efforts to deliver security services, it risks brand 
reputation damage, revenue losses and compliance penalties. But these impediments can 
be overcome if an MSSP understands the challenges from the onset. Some of the most 
common impediments that MSSPs face include:

Talent Recruitment and Retention
Global organizations are struggling to recruit and retain top security talent, and MSSPs are dealing with the 
same issue. To address this problem, MSSPs should prioritize internal cyber training. 

MSSPs can develop training programs to teach employees about different technologies. With a training 
program in place, certain MSSPs may be better equipped than their industry rivals to attract and retain talent 
too. Later on in this white paper, a section is devoted to the type of industry certifications MSSP security 
analysts should consider obtaining, making them more attractive for prospective clients.

Lack of Budget
Global security spending rose 141 percent between 2010 and 2019, with spending on security services totaling 
$64.2 million in 2019 alone.3  On the other hand, offering managed security services requires upfront costs, and 
some MSSPs are without the necessary budget to introduce multiple services at once. 

MSSPs cannot necessarily overcome a lack of budget; instead, they can gradually add managed security 
services to their portfolios. This approach allows an MSSP to build its portfolio over time. As an MSSP increases 
its earnings, it can enhance its portfolio accordingly. 

Limited Incident Investigation and Response Capabilities
Security log monitoring services often enable MSSPs to alert a customer about a security incident in its IT 
environment — and nothing more. If an MSSP provides log monitoring but a customer wants to investigate and 
respond to an incident, the customer may need to look beyond its MSSP for support. 

As a result, mature MSSPs need to integrate incident investigation and response capabilities into their 
offerings. With these capabilities at their disposal, MSSPs can provide meaningful security alerts to customers, 
helping them identify, triage, investigate and remediate threats.

Integration with Customers’ Existing Security Tools
Managed security offerings are sometimes built on security solutions that won’t necessarily work well in 
conjunction with customers’ existing security stacks. Therefore, MSSPs may struggle to gain visibility into 
customer security logs or IT environments, resulting in false-positive security alerts. 

MSSPs must provide services that work seamlessly with myriad security tools. They should also find out which 
security tools are frequently used by their customers and explore integrations. 
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Increasing Competition
Once upon a time managed security was merely an emerging trend, and there were limited options for 
organizations that wanted to outsource their security. Today, managed security services are in high 
demand, and organizations have many options as they search for outsourced support. 

MSSPs must assess the security landscape and identify their target audience. Even if an MSSP offers 
multiple services, expert staff and top-notch technology, it must always put the customer first. This can 
help an MSSP generate sales leads, accelerate its revenue growth and differentiate from rivals. 

An MSSP Checklist
Differentiating one MSSP from another is often challenging, due in part to the fact that many such vendors deliver the 
same outsourced monitoring and management of security devices and systems to global organizations. If an MSSP can 
differentiate itself from rivals, however, it can boost the likelihood of long-lasting market success. 

Differentiating one MSSP from another is often challenging, due in part to the fact that many such vendors deliver the 
same outsourced monitoring and management of security devices and systems to global organizations. If an MSSP can 
differentiate itself from rivals, however, it can boost the likelihood of long-lasting market success. distinguish from the 
competition: 
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Earn Industry Certifications

• Encourage certain staff to obtain the following industry certifications, which will help demonstrate domain-level 
expertise and elevate customer confidence

 ◦ ISO27001:  Information security management system (ISMS) specification that focuses on the legal, physical and 
technical controls of an organization’s information risk management program

 ◦ SOC 2: Customer data management certification that emphasizes availability, confidentiality, privacy, processing 
integrity and security

 ◦ CISSP: Certification for security executives, managers and practitioners that covers the following domains: asset 
security, communication and network security, identity and access management (IAM), security assessment and 
testing, software development security, security operations and security and risk management

 ◦ GIAC: Collection of more than 30 security Certifications that highlight an individual’s expertise with security 
administration, management, legal, audit, forensics and software security

• Bonus points if the team includes industry-recognized individuals who regularly blog and participate in conferences!

1

9

10 Train Employees at Every Level

• Provide security training to employees across all departments
• Perform security testing to evaluate an employees’ skills
• Establish a training schedule 
• Update the training program at regular intervals throughout the year

2

Invest in Customer Service

• Establish a designated point of contact who understands customers’ business and technical requirements
• Find out when and how customers want to be contacted for alerts
• Create a customer portal that allows customers to view alerts and reports on demand
• Provide customer service training to all employees
• Enable customers to reach out via email, phone and other contact methods 24x7
• Encourage employees to listen to customers and empathize with their concerns
• Follow up on customer requests via email or phone
• Request customer service feedback
• Track customer service requests and complaints
• Generate customer service reports and use them to identify areas in need of improvement

3



A Checklist of Services

Provide References

• Ask past customers to serve as references
• Verify customer reference contact information and the best way to reach them
• Create a customer reference list and offer the list to prospects
• Update the reference list regularly

8
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Develop and Maintain Service-Level Agreements (SLAs)

• Create a well-written SLA that defines and documents the managed security services being provided. (Note: 
SLAs can act as a competitive differentiator, and applying automation can make the process more seamless 
and help your customers keep up with changes and help you quickly identify potential breaches of contract.)

• Include the following service availability provisions: 
 ◦ Definition of service availability
 ◦ Time period used to measure availability
 ◦ How availability is calculated
 ◦ Percentage of availability promised
 ◦ Ramifications of availability failures

• Provide details that define MSSP responsibilities and where those responsibilities end

7

 Learn About a Customer’s Business

• Meet with a customer (preferably on site) to learn about its business and the security challenges it faces
• Perform a full-scale audit to identify security gaps within a customer’s IT environment
• Offer an automated vulnerability scan to identify potential security and compliance gaps
• Listen to their challenges before speaking or making suggestions. This cannot be emphasized enough.
• Offer personalized recommendations

6

2

Condition the Customers Well

• Craft a personalized security training program for each customer
• Perform on-site training sessions that offer insights into different types of attacks and their potential impact on 

an organization
• Provide tests to assess security awareness
• Schedule regular training sessions 
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the training program at different times throughout the year
• Update the training program at least twice a year

5

Be Transparent and Accessible When Selling

• Avoid jargon and complex language when explaining security technologies and contract terms to prospects 
and customers

• Create a website that is easy to follow and makes it simple for prospects and customers to reach out as needed
• Reach out to customers to check in and ensure their needs are being met

4

Establish a Seamless Customer Onboarding Process

• Assess a customer’s existing security tools 
• Evaluate a customer’s security requirements
• Provide a managed security services quote
• Establish an agreement that includes a managed security services quote and deployment timeline
• Implement managed security services and document all relevant customer activities
• Perform a final assessment and provide a customer with documentation to verify that all required tasks have 

been completed
• Set up contact points within a customer’s organization

9



A Checklist of Services

Provide Security Reports

• Offer daily activity, maintenance and incident reports, as well as monthly summary security reports
• Follow a standard report format that includes an overview, sequential outline and short- and long-term security 

recommendations
• Use clear, concise language in each report that is transferable to executives 
• Proofread and edit each report

10
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Prioritize Threat Intelligence

• Collect and analyze threat data across client IT environments
• Identify threat trends and patterns   
• Produce custom threat intelligence reports for customers
• Provide data-driven recommendations to help customers guard against threats

12

Deliver Round-the-Clock Monitoring and Visibility

• Deploy systems to track customer network and endpoint activity 24/7
• Perform ongoing security vulnerability scans and software patching
• Automate customer data backups and store and secure critical information in the cloud
• Remediate vulnerabilities as soon as they are detected

13

Leverage Best-in-Class Security Technologies

• Determine which managed security services to provide and what technologies are necessary to support them
• Evaluate multiple security technologies and the vendors that provide them
• Request security technology vendor references and reach out to them for additional insights
• License best-of-breed security technologies that align with an MSSP’s mission and goals
• Consider developing and providing homegrown security technologies. These technologies must support 

customer requirements and be delivered successfully

11

Offer Advanced Capabilities

• Provide actionable incident response and remediation. if an incident occurs, offer detailed remediation 
recommendations

• Investigate incidents to determine their exact cause and best practices to prevent them from becoming 
recurring problems

• Deliver brand and dark web monitoring
• Offer active defense and threat hunting tools and/or perform proactive threat hunting to identify issues before 

they lead to a data breach
• Help clients develop security policies that fall in line with industry- and/or government-mandated compliance 

requirements

14

Establish a Seamless Customer Onboarding Process

• Assess a customer’s existing security tools 
• Evaluate a customer’s security requirements
• Provide a managed security services quote
• Establish an agreement that includes a managed security services quote and deployment timeline
• Implement managed security services and document all relevant customer activities
• Perform a final assessment and provide a customer with documentation to verify that all required tasks have 

been completed
• Set up contact points within a customer’s organization

9



What Security Services Should MSSPs 
Integrate into Their Portfolios? 
As we just alluded to, MSSPs provide more than just standard anti-virus and firewall applications — in fact, they offer services 
to protect organizations against new and emerging threats, address the shortage of skilled security professionals and 
manage growing attack surfaces. Multiple security services are available, and deciding which ones to provide is pivotal for an 
MSSP to make headway in the global market. Here is a look at some of the top services that MSSPs should seriously consider 
integrating into their portfolios:

Network Security
Network security services protect an organization’s computer networks and data. They 
leverage hardware and software technologies, including firewalls and intrusion prevention 
systems, to stop threats from penetrating or spreading across networks and manage 
network access. 

Benefits of Network Security for MSSPs 

• Extensive Protection: MSSPs can protect data and files shared between computers 
on a network, provide multiple levels of network access and deliver application 
protection and other network security services. 

• Threat Targeting: Networks are protected against malware, social engineering 
attacks and other advanced cyber threats. 

Network Security Market Demand

The market for network security products rose 12.6 percent year over year in 2018 and is 
projected to continue to grow in the years to come.4  

Log Management and Security Information and 
Event Management (SIEM)
Log management tools generate text-based security audit records and event logs. They 
perform log functions, such as collection, aggregation, storage and reporting. 

SIEM tools, meanwhile, consolidate security event management (SEM) and security 
information management (SIM) technologies. They collect and aggregate log data across 
an organization’s IT infrastructure, then identify, categorize and analyze this information 
to provide security alerts and reports. 

Log management and SIEM tools may sound similar, but there are notable differences 
between the two. With log management, log files are collected and stored from 
applications and systems across different hosts and systems. SIEM goes a step further 
than log management because it includes all security products and software across an 
organization. So, an organization can use SIEM as a single tool to view and analyze all 
activity across its security products and software — that is, if the organization deploys 
and manages its SIEM correctly. 

SIEM systems often require hefty maintenance to efficiently manage and if not adequately 
maintained, will just flood a security operations center with so many alerts that it will 
become virtually impossible to track and focus on the important ones.
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In addition, a lack of automation sometimes makes it difficult for an organization to successfully use SIEM. For example, after 
an organization receives a security alert via SIEM, it wants to find out which systems were compromised and how to prevent 
any further damage. The organization may perform manual SIEM processes to try to close security gaps, but these processes 
can be complex. If the organization fails to perform them correctly, it won’t address the gaps. Even worse, the organization 
risks creating new security chasms that further expose its systems and data.
 
With support from an MSSP, an organization can leverage a security expert to automate SIEM processes. The MSSP can help 
the organization use SIEM to identify and thwart malicious activity, stay informed about threats and review security logs and 
alerts in real time. 

Benefits of SIEM and Log Management for MSSPs

• Security Analytics: MSSPs can capture threat intelligence feeds and traditional log data to evaluate network and user 
behaviors.

• Various Deployment Models: SIEM can be deployed via hardware, software and cloud models. 
• No Data Silos: Security data can be collected across a customer’s IT environment, so threats can be identified and 

resolved across all departments.

SIEM Market Demand

The SIEM market is expected to register a CAGR of 9.9% through 2024.5 

Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
MDR services help organizations identify cyber risks by enabling them to continuously 
monitor threats that are difficult to detect and bypass traditional perimeter security 
tools.

Benefits of MDR for MSSPs

• New Capabilities: MSSPs can deliver 24/7 threat monitoring, detection and response. 
• Limited False Positives: Threats are verified to reduce the risk of false-positive alerts. 

MDR Market Demand

Approximately 25 percent of organizations will use MDR services by 2024, up from 5 
percent in 2019. 6

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) 

EDR services protect networks accessed via laptops and other wireless and mobile 
devices. They secure each network endpoint created by these devices. 

Benefits of EDR for MSSPs

• Limited Downtime: MSSPs can prevent server outages caused by cyber attacks.
• Proactive Security: Protection extends beyond firewalls and anti-virus software to 

limit data breaches.  

EDR Market Demand

The global EDR market is projected to expand at a compound annual growth rate of 23 
percent between 2020 and 2025 and could be worth more than $4.5 billion by 2025.7  
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Penetration Testing and Threat Hunting
Penetration testing, traditionally a manual process executed by humans (as opposed to vulnerability scanning), simulates 
cyberattacks against computer systems. It checks for exploitable vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, and other weaknesses 
that can leave a customer’s applications, databases and networks open to attack. It also provides insights to help an 
organization fine-tune its security policies and patch detected flaws.

Threat hunting, meanwhile, allow an MSSP to search customer networks and endpoints to detect indicators of compromise 
(IoCs) and threats that evade existing security systems. 

Benefits of Penetration Testing and Threat Hunting for MSSPs:

Incident Response: An MSSP can test for security vulnerabilities, proactively scan for threats, log reports to assess a security 
incident and find ways to help customers enhance their security posture. 

Penetration Testing and Threat Hunting Market Demand

Organizations in the retail, telecommunications, health care, finance government industries especially are increasingly relying 
on penetration testing and threat hunting, which can accelerate the growth of the global markets for these tools. The global 
penetration testing market is anticipated to grow at a CAGR of 14.2% through 2027.8 
 

SOAR: Here’s What MSSPs Need to 
Know
Managed security services are notoriously hard to scale. Dealing with disparate client technologies can mean either hiring 
experts on every platform or turning down/missing out on new business. And unique client demands for reporting, visibility 
and other services can result in each account being a bit like snowflakes – no two alike. This places immense pressure 
on internal development resources to keep pace with market demand and accommodate the needs of new clients. But to 
maintain competitive pricing, maximize margins and bring services to market faster, scaling is key. 

Security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) tools help an MSSP define, prioritize and standardize security 
operations across different client tools — and further distance itself from the competition. To understand why this is the case, 
let’s answer three questions about SOAR.

What Is SOAR?
An MSSP is responsible for managing and monitoring a client’s security tools from day one. But recruiting and hiring additional 
security personnel or training current staff is both costly and time-intensive. Thankfully, SOAR enables an MSSP to minimize 
the costs and time associated with attracting talent or getting existing staff up to speed on various client tools. 

SOAR provides a single platform that an MSSP can use to manage and orchestrate activities across SIEM, MDR, EDR and other 
security tools. It includes built-in integrations with different client tools so it can quickly and affordably develop and offer new 
services. 

Is There Demand for SOAR?
Among security teams of five or more people, the use of SOAR is projected to rapidly increase from less than 5 percent now to 
30 percent by 2022.9 The lack of skilled security professionals globally and increasing frequency and severity of cyberattacks 
are among the primary factors that could boost the demand for SOAR.
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What Are the Benefits of SOAR for MSSPs?
The challenge of too many alerts, an explosion in security tools that rarely work together, a dependence on manual 
processes and an existential in-house talent shortage is helping to drive robust growth for SOAR. And these challenges are 
only exacerbated within MSSPs, compared to enterprise end-users, leading to higher customer acquisition cost and lower 
margins. 

The MSSP market faces some unique security operations challenges: 1) the need to abstract different technology stacks 
across their diverse client base into a common security orchestration framework, 2) the need to drive efficiency and 
automation among their analyst team to maintaining profitability and 3) the need to standardize processes across diverse 
security teams and customer profiles.

A technological solution for higher margins, scalability and more satisfied customer is SOAR, which provides  a unifying fabric 
for management of multiple technologies. This means analysts only need be fluent in the use of a single platform to manage 
and orchestrate activities across myriad tools. Additional learning on certain technologies may still be required for more 
complex tasks, but SOAR enables MSSP SOC analysts to effectively start managing new security tools immediately.

This single pane of glass provides security teams with the needed situational awareness, standardized playbooks, case 
management workbench, flexible automation and visibility to address all threat management tasks, from enrichment to triage 
to remediation, across their diverse customer base.

SOAR Tips for MSSPs
• Request a Trial: Ask a SOAR provider to try its product before purchase; in most cases, SOAR vendors offer risk- and 

obligation-free trials. 
• Evaluate SOAR Solution Performance: Assess a SOAR solution’s core capabilities and functionality, its multi-tenancy, 

scalability and integration features, and its ability to support local, remote and hybrid MSSP delivery models. 
• Perform Tests: Run a POC to analyze multiple SOAR solutions, look for key differentiators that will have a real impact on 

your team, and chart the test results.

Conclusion
The global managed security services market presents both opportunities and challenges. Organizations must protect their IT 
systems and data against cyberattacks, comply with data security laws, find top security talent and manage security budget 
limitations. Together, these factors foster new opportunities for MSSPs. 

Yet merely providing managed security services is insufficient for MSSPs. To survive and thrive in the global managed security 
services market, MSSPs must distinguish themselves from competitors. Otherwise, MSSPs are unlikely to capitalize on a 
growing market — and risk falling behind the competition without a clear path to recovery. 

At Siemplify, we provide a powerfully simple SOAR platform that empowers MSSPs to make faster, smarter decisions for 
cutting-edge alert handling, case management, investigation and response. Our SOAR platform helps MSSPs become more 
effective and efficient — and stand out in a crowded global managed security services market. To request a personalized 
demo of our SOAR platform or test drive it on your own, please visit our website today. 
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About 
Siemplify
Siemplify is a security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) 
provider that is redefining security operations for enterprises and MSSPs 
worldwide. Its holistic security operations platform is a simple, centralized 
workbench that enables security teams to better investigate, analyze, and 
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of continuous improvement. Siemplify’s patented context-driven approach 
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